
Prisoners: Present Discussion and Contribution to the Future European Union 

Spread of information preliminary summary (up to date: 31st March, 2016)

Continuing  this  Project,  information  is  being  distributed  through  various  media  channels.  As
foreseen  in  Project  application  form,  we  aim to  ensure  the  spread  of  information  as  wide  as
possible. Please find more detailed description of dissemination below.

1. As before, all activities were available to see on-line (http://novihomines.lt/tv ).

2.  Detailed  information  with  descriptions  about  events  was  published in  special internet  page
(http://novihomines.lt/prisoners ) with many photos from each event.

3. Two new videos were created and started on Youtube:
3.1. Youtube: Prisoners: Present Discussion and Contribution to the Future European Union

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4QNpMHOD2TY (498 views)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4QNpMHOD2TY


3.2. Youtube: Breaking Bars & Europe for Citizens @ SAPANA.org (304 views)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ayOb8nTVIqI 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ayOb8nTVIqI


4.  Information  was  spread  through  Facebook  on  Novi  Homines
(https://www.facebook.com/novihomines/?fref=ts ) and project partners’ pages.

5. We used many colorful and informative flyers and posters that would attract attention of local
residents about the upcoming events.

The invitation to Portugese event:



6. We also kept collaborating with local news agencies  in order  to get more attention  Press and
media in Portugal events:

7.  In  order  to  ensure  very  wide  spread  to  underrepresented  groups  of  people,  we  started
collaboration with new governmental and non-governmental organizations: the juvenile standings
officers,  Romeris  university,  faculties  of  Law and  Social  sciences,  Vytautas  Magnus  university
faculty of Law.

Foreign students from these universities will volunarily share experience gained in Novi Homines
from abroad to socially excluded groups in Lithuania.

8.  The film about  imprisonment  conditions  in  Lithuania was shown to  the attendees  of  Young
Policemen School (children and teenagers at the age 12-18).

The school works in 15 cities in Lithuania and there are more than 500 children in this school.

9.  The  spread  of  information  was  continued  to  interested  groups,  as  well  as  project  partners
organizations.

10. Partners as well were asked to put the information about project activities in their official pages
and share information on Facebook.



11. Facebook statistics (only Novi Homines page,  main posts on December,  January,  February,
March).
11.1.
March 3-30:

11.2. December, January, February, March:



12. Facebook Likes statistics Jan – March 2016: 



13. Facebook page reach 27th January - 31st March:







14. Internet page reach remained quite the same, with minor increase.

15. One of the most significant changes in political level was done, when Minister of Justice Juozas
Bernatonis  attended  the  European  Socialist  Party  Ministers  of  Justice  meeting  in  Riga  and
supported proposals on the enforcement of sentences of restructuring the system of the European
Union.

http://tm.lt/naujienos/pranesimasspaudai/2366

We do not consider this political act as a result of our events, but we strongly believe that Novi
Homines with this project is making a huge impact to society view in related field.

16. We collected scientific material in related field and used it during our project events, as well as
we summarized the material and shared it to our non-associated partners.

In conclusion, so far we have reached: 1 940 024  people over the participants target group. 
(1 888 327 from the beginning of the project until 26th   January +  51 697 from 26th January until
31st March).

http://tm.lt/naujienos/pranesimasspaudai/2366

